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ABSTRACT 
Background: The actual stage of SARS-CoV-2 pandemic reveals the necessity to rehabilitate patients, mainly those who were severe and 
critical ill during acute infection. These post-COVID19 patients might present multiple factors, which culminates in impairment of oxygenation to 
skeletal muscles, with prejudice in overall functional capacity. These factors can be described as a reduced pulmonary diffusion capacity, a 
cardiovascular and oxygen transport dysfunction and deconditioning of skeletal muscles. Objective: The objective of the present article is to 
highlight potential pathophysiological aspects of initial convalescent acute COVID19 and post-acute COVID-19 Syndrome, proposed evaluations 
and rehabilitation initiatives to these patients following a rehabilitation program and preliminary results from our pulmonary rehabilitation program 
(PRP). Methods: The proposition of pulmonary rehabilitation program for the aforementioned patients evaluates pulmonary, cardiac, skeletal 
muscles and overall function. The conduction of this program might address specifically each one of the potential impairment oxygenation 
factors, with significant impact evaluated functions and, by consequence, in overall functional capacity. Conclusion: The long-term effects of a 
rehabilitation program on the pulmonary function of these patients are not yet known, since it is a recent disease. However, studies on few 
survivors of SARS 2003 showed that pulmonary interstitial damage and functional decline caused by SARS are mostly recovered, with a greater 
extent of recovery within 2 years after rehabilitation 
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 The COVID-19 pandemic, caused by infection 
due to SARS-CoV-2, has been a challenge for health 
care systems due to its initial severity stages for some 
patients, but also to related neurological and skeletal 
muscles manifestations seen after the aforementioned 
stages. The health care systems, initially pushed to 
increase an availability on hospitals beds, now are 
forced to enhance the ability to rehabilitate those 
patients after stabilization of initial aggressive 
infection.  

Lately, it has been proposed the term post-
acute COVID-19 Syndrome(1) to describe the 
persistence of symptoms 4 weeks or more after initial 
SARS-CoV-2 infection, which can only be explained by 
its infection. Thus, because of SARS-CoV-2 infection, 
multiples mechanisms lead to the development of an 
environment of impaired oxygenation to the tissues, 
either associated with impaired diffusion, either 
associated to the transport of oxygen to skeletal 
muscles, either associated to deconditioning of 
skeletal muscles, mainly at the severe and critical 
forms. All of them may play pivotal role for the 
musculoskeletal functional impairment. Thus, the 
convalescent acute COVID-19 (recent hospital 
discharge due to COVID19 hospitalization) and mostly 
the post-acute COVID-19 patients may present a 
variety of symptoms, which are addressed as therapy 
to an integrative rehabilitation program. 

 

The objective of the present article is to 
highlight potential pathophysiological aspects of initial 
convalescent acute COVID19 and post-acute COVID-
19 Syndrome, proposed evaluations and rehabilitation 
initiatives to these patients following a rehabilitation 
program and preliminary results from our pulmonary 
rehabilitation program (PRP). 
 
Physiopathology of post-acute COVID-19 
Syndrome, evaluation and pulmonary / physical 
therapy measures. 

The first pathophysiological mechanism related 
to post-acute COVID-19 syndrome is the diffusion 
pulmonary prejudice, which is directly implicated to the 
occurrence of pneumonia and inflammation on lungs, 
and promote hypoxemia by perturbation at diffusion 
capacity and by significant mismatch at 
ventilation/perfusion ratio. In this sense, the extension 
of involvement of lungs plays a major role at the 
emergence of hypoxemia, because of pneumonic and 
inflammatory process. The patients with post COVID-
19 syndrome might still present systemic inflammation, 
dyspnea, reduced exercise capacity, reduced diffusion 
capacity, restrictive pulmonary syndrome and fibrotic 
changes on pulmonary images.(1) The second 
mechanism is due to cardiovascular dysfunction and 
oxygen transport impairments. With respect to 
cardiovascular function impairment, it is already  
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described an increased cardiometabolic demand, 
myocardial fibrosis, arrhythmias and autonomic 
dysfunction,(1) precipitating symptoms as: 
palpitations, chest pain, dyspnea and reduced 
capacity of exercise. The presence of angiotensin-
converting enzyme type 2 receptor in cardiac tissue 
leads to direct infection at the heart and also to direct 
inflammation, at cardiac territory, which is related to 
the aforementioned reduction in coronary flow, 
decreases in oxygen supply, and destabilization of 
coronary plaque and also micro thrombogenesis.(2) 
Parallel to those derangements there is also a 
prejudice at transportation of oxygen. In this case, 
there are descriptions of decrement at hemoglobin 
counts, and an increase at erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate.(3, 4) 

The third mechanism is due to 
deconditioning of skeletal muscles and persistence 
of state of inflammation. From natural history of 
evolution of patients with severe acute respiratory 
syndrome (SARS), for whom the recovery from 
acute illness may be similar to post-acute COVID-
19, we already know that a generalized atrophy with 
necrosis in muscle fibers, myofibril disarray and Z 
disc streaming has been reported.(5-8) Furthermore, 
it seems that there is a decrease of function of both 
skeletal muscle fibers, type I and II. Clinically, it has 
been seen that patients with SARS presents a 32% 
reduction in handgrip dynamometer; a reduction of 
13% of distance walked in six minutes’ Walk Test 
(6MWWT);(9) and myalgia and skeletal muscle 
weakness had also been reported in 25% to 50% of 
symptomatic patients.(10, 11) With respect to SARS-
CoV-2 infection, we already know that during acute 
phase, the SARS-CoV-2 patients who presented 
muscular damage presented higher levels of 
creatinokinase, regardless the severity.(11) It has 
also been described that the length of stay in 
hospital is directly related to amount of loss of free 
fat mass and to the loss at functional independence 
measure during hospitalization period.(12) 

Furthermore, it has been described a 
reduction at distance walked at 6MWT, with respect 
to predicted values, for 25% of patients.(13) Parallel 
to the aforementioned mechanism, there are also 
peripheral neurologic perturbations due to the 
systemic inflammation seen in COVID-19 infection, 
and also due to a “hostile environment” commonly 
seen in intensive care unit (ICU), i.e., absence of 
mobility, use of corticosteroid, neuromuscular 
blocking agents and elevations in blood sugar. 
Therefore, there seems to be a final environment at 
muscular level, which may present neuromuscular 
disorders due to polyneuropathy and/or myopathy, 
deconditioning and neuromuscular inflammation 

with necrosis. In this sense, there is a description, 
related to SARS-CoV-2 infection, which present 
findings of electroneuromyography in a patient point 
to a direction of myopathy,(14)  i.e., diffuse weakness. 
Finally, factors as age, muscular functional state 
before initial infection, drugs during ICU/hospital 
stay, comorbidities, muscular damage path and 
nutritional state may contribute for the extension of 
muscular damage and for the recovery of its 
function. Finally, these symptoms and 
pathophysiological mechanisms might be also 
associated with post-intensive care syndrome, 
which also present muscular weakness, and then 
forces to a direction that obligates an integrative 
rehabilitation approach. 

 
Pulmonary Rehabilitation Program in Post-
COVID19 

The minimal proposed evaluation for a 
rehabilitation program to these patients should be 
composed by: overall functional evaluation, 
measured by six minutes-walk test (6MWT); 
pulmonary function tests (spirometry, diffusion 
capacity test, arterial blood gas); handgrip 
dynamometry; skeletal force muscles evaluation by 
1 maximal voluntary contraction (1-MVC) for upper 
and lower limbs; home pulse oximetry; and 
computed tomography of the chest; echocardiogram 
and peak exercise ergospirometry test, since 
clinically appropriated.(1) Those are proposed in 
order to adapt the protocol of exercise to each 
patients’ condition. Thus, not only functional 
capacity, but also pulmonary / cardiac functions and 
overall skeletal muscle function for force generation 
and maximal aerobic capacity would be evaluated. 

From our experience, pulmonary function 
does not improve with a pulmonary rehabilitation 
program (PRP), as expected. Thus, a restrictive 
pattern still remains, even after the conclusion of the 
program. However, significant improvements were 
found in 6MWT, 1-MVC in 20 patients followed by 
our program so far. In this sense, all patients 
presented an improvement after the PRP at distance 
walked in 6MWT, and most patients were able to 
improve more than 100 meters the distance walked 
from initial evaluation. Additionally, from 4 patients 
who were initially dependent of supplemental 
oxygen during exercise, only 1 still presented this 
dependence, due to a possible pulmonary 
embolism, identified at medical evaluation before 
PRP. 

PRP should encompasses both aerobic and 
force exercises, to improve bioenergetics and 
overall function in type I and type II skeletal muscle 
fibers, and then global locomotor function of 
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patients. It is expected that, for some patients, even 
without previous history of pulmonary disease, that 
they might evolve to desaturation at minimal efforts, 
pointing to the direction that the remaining healthy 
portion of the lung is able to keep SpO2 under 
acceptable values (> 92%) at rest, but when 
performed a minimal effort, the hypoxemia arises. 

For those, the supplemental oxygen therapy 
and/or even a positive pressure within a respiratory 
assistance support (RAS), followed by close 
monitoring should be necessary. From the patients 
engaged to our program, only 1 still presented a 
necessity to supplemental oxygen therapy during 
exercises, even after the conclusion of program. For 
this patient, we proposed a second round of 8 weeks 
PRP, with the addiction of RAS during exercises. 

Therefore, even in face of diffusion 
prejudice, we expect a correction and a 
maintenance at acceptable levels of circulating 
oxygen during exercise, from the use of these 
aforementioned resources. Moreover, a proposition 
of aerobic warm up, followed by resistance training 
and then a cool-down aerobic routine exercises 
should be considered. The pathophysiological 
aspects detailed before and the proposed 
intervention of PRP are summarized at the Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Impairment oxygenation to muscles and 
potential roles of pulmonary rehabilitation program. 

CONCLUSION 

The long-term effects of a rehabilitation 
program on the pulmonary function of these 
patients are not yet known, since it is a recent 
disease. However, studies on few survivors of 
SARS 2003 showed that pulmonary interstitial 
damage and functional decline caused by SARS 
are mostly recovered, with a greater extent of 
recovery within 2 years after rehabilitation.(15) By 
analogy, it may be assumed that the same pattern 
will be seen in some severe and critical cases of 
COVID-19, which highlights the role of PRP in 
these patients. Our preliminary data supports the 
thesis that overall skeletal muscle and functional 
measurements are improved in an 8-week PRP, 
reinforcing the importance of the program and the 
necessity to close follow these patients. 
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